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FMVSS has arrived! At Rostra, we manufacture a number of different add-on cruise control
systems for cars, trucks and SUV's that include our universal Global Cruise control system,
custom Global Cruise control system, multiple pedal bypass cruise control systems and various
accelerator pedal interface cruise control systems that interface directly with a vehicle's
onboard computer system to control speed and acceleration. Each cruise control system is
designed with ease of installation in mind and more often than not consists of hardware meant
to be completely plug-n-play. Using a cruise control system by Rostra provides many comfort
and safety benefits while on the road. Some of these benefits include:. Custom drive-by-wire
cruise control systems from Rostra and their associated adapters are sold through authorized
product distributors throughout The United States and Canada, as well as through select
international distributors in countries around the world. For purchasing information, or to locate
a local retailer or installation facility, please contact us online or call our customer service
department by dialing , Monday - Friday, AM to PM EST. To learn more about Rostra and our
cruise control manufacturing facilities located in Laurinburg, NC, please click here. Rostra
cruise control systems are only validated on vehicles available in the United States and Canada.
For the best in driving experience, choose a cruise control from Rostra, the leader in cruise
control technology. Vehicle Search Don't see your vehicle listed here? Please send us a
message by clicking here and we'll be happy to assist. Reducing long-term leg muscle fatigue.
Relaxed driving posture on long trips. Avoid tickets from unintended speeding. Its applications
are now covered under part number below. Please call our customer service department at if
you have any questions. The Pontiac Grand Am is a mid-size car and later a compact car that
was produced by Pontiac. The Grand Am had two separate three-year runs in the s: from to ,
and again from to It was based on the GM A platform. Production of the Grand Am was canceled
in when it was replaced by the Pontiac The Grand Am was reintroduced in when it replaced the
Pontiac Phoenix. It became Pontiac's best selling car and was later replaced by the Pontiac G6 ,
so named as it was intended to be the 6th generation of the Grand Am. Notably, the American
sports car was usually without luxury features, and the luxury car without sport features.
Foreign makes mixed these features. The original Grand Am was introduced in the fall of as a
model. The GM A-body platform had major design revisions in that included the elimination of
pillarless hardtops due to proposed Federal rollover standards, but with frameless windows
similar to that of a hardtop. No convertibles were produced due to the rollover standards that
were not enacted. The oil crisis caused a dichotomy of buyers: total luxury or total economy.
Since Grand Am was an "in-between", its sales declined and the model was discontinued in All
engines were available with a Turbo-hydramatic automatic transmission as standard equipment.
The Pontiac Grand Am style had a unique flexible urethane front fascia center nose known as
the 'Endura' nose that was squeezable and could return to its original shape following a minor
collision [7] [8] along with the new energy-absorbing bumpers, [9] [10] a total of six grille
openings with vertical bars, round front turn signals with a cross-hair design, horizontal rear
taillights, and chrome rear bumper. Additionally, Grand Ams featured a Radial Tuned
Suspension RTS as standard equipment that included radial-ply tires, Pliacell shock absorbers,
and front and rear sway bars. The springs were advertised as being computer selected. Also
included were an instrument panel from the Pontiac Grand Prix featuring a Rally gauge cluster
with fuel, oil, water and volt gauges a tachometer or fuel economy gauge was optional, and on
cars so equipped, the clock was moved to a space on the lower instrument panel under the
radio , three-spoke padded steering wheel with brushed-stainless spokes, and Genuine
Crossfire African Mahogany trim on the dash facing, radio and clock surrounds, as well as the
center console between the front seats. Pontiac also produced a single Grand Am station
wagon as a feasibility study. This was a LeMans wagon converted to a Grand Am. A functional
ram-air induction system was developed for the Pontiac A-bodies utilizing twin NACA openings
in the hood, but the option was dropped due to the inability to pass federally mandated drive-by
noise standards. A few functional Ram Air systems were sold over the counter. Described as
"The mid-sized Pontiac with Foreign Intrigue American Ingenuity" on the front cover of the
four-page Grand Am brochure that featured a green four-door sedan, only minor styling
changes highlighted this year's model including a redesigned nose and grille with 12 openings
with horizontal bars. Engine and transmission offerings were the same as , but four-speed
manual transmissions were no longer offered in California, where only the Turbo Hydra-matic
automatic was available. Inside, the genuine African crossfire mahogany trim on the instrument
panel was replaced by a simulated material due to delamination problems on the models but the
real wood was continued on the center console, optional console clock, and radio bezel. Sales
were down more than 50 percent due to the oil crisis , and while the recession continued, prices
increased for all model cars. Only 17, Grand Ams were built. The Grand Am looked the same as
the model, but had vertical front grille bars, a body-colored rear bumper, and a catalytic

converter single-exhaust, which mandated the use of unleaded fuel, along with GM's High
Energy Ignition and other items promoted as part of Pontiac's maximum mileage system. Inside,
the Strato bucket seats received revised vertical trim patterns, the adjustable lumbar support
controls were dropped, and only the passenger seat had a recliner, a "safety practice" which
would continue at GM for a decade. Engines were also detuned to meet the emission
regulations with the compression ratio dropping to a new low of 7. Turbo Hydra-matic was
standard equipment and the only transmission offered this year. Performance from was 7. A
total of 10, Grand Ams were built in [12] and the series was dropped after this year due to
declining sales and rising gas prices as a result of the oil crisis. Another factor leading to the
Grand Am's cancellation were plans for all Pontiac A-body cars receiving the newly approved
rectangular headlights, which would necessitate a complete redesign of the Grand Am's Endura
nose and Pontiac officials decided that the expense of such a redesign could not be justified
based on low production numbers. The basic GM A-body design remained until It was offered in
both two- and four-door models featuring a vertical bar grille and other trimmings to
differentiate it from the LeMans, upon which it was based. Like the models, this generation of
Grand Ams also featured standard radial tires plus an upgraded Radial Tuned Suspension with
front and rear sway bars. New for was a four-speed manual available with the horsepower
four-barrel in 49 states. The wood-grained instrument panel was replaced by brushed aluminum
trim, while the gauge faces changed from silver with black letters and numbers to black with
white letters and numbers. The year was the finale for the second-generation Grand Am. The
four-door sedan was dropped, leaving only the two-door coupe, which received only minor
appearance changes. Strato bucket seats in cloth or Morrokide upholstery were standard
equipment along with a center console with floor shifter for the Turbo Hydra-matic
transmission. Slow sales of the Grand Am led to its discontinuation after the model year.
Initially, the Grand Am was available in base or LE trim in coupes only. The 2. A 5-speed manual
was standard, and a 3-speed automatic was optional, the latter required if the V6 engine was
ordered. In , a sedan and sportier SE trim were added. The SE trim had the V6 engine standard,
lower body cladding, composite headlamps, a slightly revised interior with the different cloth
used on all seats and door panel inserts, analog instrumentation base and LE models had
digital , and included inch aluminum wheels. Cars with the turbo engine received a turbo boost
gauge in the place of the voltmeter. A test by Popular Mechanics for quarter-mile acceleration
with the Turbo engine resulted with the five-speed manual taking This was also the last year
that the Buick sourced 3. New for styling were composite front headlights, but only on the LE
models. For , front seat belts were moved from the b-pillars to the doors, to meet the passive
restraint mandate for The Quad-4 LD2 engine became available for Grand Am's in , replacing the
previous model year's 3. Other options included a Driver Information Center, an electronic trunk
release, and a moon roof. The base model was dropped after this model year. A totally new front
and rear fascia along with an interior redesign for This was the final year that the 'Sport Bucket'
seats were available to SEs. The inch wheels were only optional to SE's. This would be the first
year that the Grand A-inch could be ordered with either inch wheels or a factory-installed CD
player. Changes were minor for and ; For , a new High-Output version of the Quad 4 mated to
only a 5-speed manual became the standard engine for the SE. The 16" wheels moved from the
option list to standard equipment for the SE's this year. The W32 option included SE ground
effects minus wheel well flares , the same standard as well as optional "SE" drive train, 14"
aluminum wheels, a larger front larger sway bar, and a rear swaybar that were only otherwise
available on the SE model. The only changes were the addition of an Anti-lock Brakes System
ABS as standard equipment for all Grand Am SE's not available to LE's , and all model year cars
fitted with a five-speed transmission received a redesigned "short throw" shifter. For the Grand
Am's chassis was widened to match the Corsica's; the suspension and braking systems are
about eighty percent in common. A high output version of the DOHC was offered as well. A new
GT trim was offered that featured new wheels, smoother, yet larger cladding, and more standard
equipment. This resulted in a loss of 5 horsepower 3. In , the V6 and standard 3-speed
powertrain were effectively replaced by GM's new 3. A driver's side airbag also became
standard for , but the door-mounted automatic seatbelts remained. In , the Quad 4 engines
received balance shafts and direct driven power steering off the intake camshaft. The
four-speed automatic that was mated to the 3. In Japan, this generation was officially imported
by Yanase and Suzuki with left-hand drive. The main imports were the SE and V6 models. The
V6 model, however, was only offered for the model year there. All models had a three-speed
later four-speed automatic transmission. For , the Grand Am received a mid-generation facelift.
Outside, an updated front fascia, rear fascia,and side skirts gave the Grand Am a smoother,
more rounded look. The interior was redesigned and featured dual airbags, easier to use audio
system and HVAC controls, and softer plastics. The Quad 4 was replaced by a new 'Twin Cam'

2. Still based on the Quad 4, this was a re-engineered version of the previous year's 2. The 3.
The 3-speed automatic was dropped for , and the 4-speed automatic featured standard traction
control. Daytime running lamps with automatic lighting control were newly standard on all
Grand Ams. The Grand Am was redesigned for Available in late spring , the basic design of the
fifth-generation Grand Am was shared with the Oldsmobile Alero also new for and Chevrolet
Malibu introduced in The suspension was now fully independent, with a revised
MacPherson-Strut design upfront. The rear suspension is a more refined Multi-link design. GM's
V6, previously exclusive to their minivans, became available as an option on the SE and SE1
and was standard on all other trim levels. For , all the Grand Ams featured a four-speed
automatic transmission. The models added a Getrag five-speed manual transmission as
standard equipment with the four-cylinder. For , the SE2 trim level was dropped, a new family of
Delco stereos and new wheel designs was introduced. The radio size in also changed from a 1.
Halfway through , the Twin Cam 2. Changes for also included a stationary cup holder in the
center console as opposed to a removable one. The body cladding on SE models was removed
in , a change which affected other models throughout Pontiac. An MP3 player was added to the
uplevel CD player in In , Pontiac began phasing out the Grand Am lineup for the new G6
replacement. SE sedans were retained for fleet sale and GT coupes were the last Grand Am
model available for public sale. This was also the last car to be made at Lansing's old Fisher
Body plant. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety IIHS gives the Grand Am a "Poor" rating
in its frontal crash test for marginal structural integrity, a possible head injury, a potential right
leg injury, and poor dummy control. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article needs
additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor vehicle. This
section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations to
reliable sources. November Learn how and when to remove this template message. This section
needs additional citations for verification. Retrieved Archived from the original on Krause
Publications. Automobile Quarterly. Popular Mechanics. Retrieved November 20, Standard
Catalog of American Cars Iola, WI: Krause Publications. Herald Books. Archived from the
original on 10 May Retrieved 13 April Archived from the original on July 10, The Encyclopedia of
American Cars. Publications International. Archived from the original on July 14, Motor Trend.
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Michigan , United States. TH automatic or 4-speed manual. Lansing, Michigan , United States.
Transverse front-engine, front-wheel drive. Mid-size [33] [34]. Wikimedia Commons has media
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Compact MPV. Montana SV6. The Pontiac Fiero is a mid-engine sports car that was built by
American automobile manufacturer General Motors from to for the to model years. It was the
first two-seater Pontiac since the to coupes, and the first mass-produced mid-engine sports car
by an American manufacturer. Many technologies incorporated in the Fiero design, such as
composite panels, were radical for their time. Other features included hidden headlamps and,
initially, integrated stereo speakers in the driver and passenger headrests. Despite the
innovations, the model was discontinued by General Motors after annual sales fell steadily. The
safety reputation was bad because of explosive fires and multiple recalls. A total of , units were
produced over the relatively short production run of five years; by comparison, , Toyota MR2s
were sold in their first five years. The Fiero was conceived as a small, two-seat sports car with
all new suspension and a V6 engine. While General Motors 's management were opposed to
invest in a second two-seater sports car that might compete with the Corvette, young Pontiac
engineers in were able to sell the Fiero concept to the corporation as a fuel-efficient
four-cylinder "commuter car" that just happened to have two seats, rather than a muscle car.
When the engineers brought back a running prototype in less than six months, it was given the
green light for production. The Fiero was redesigned to use a fuel efficient version of GM's 2.
With respect to fuel economy, the Fiero was intended to appeal to a market niche for which the
Corvette with its V8 engine was unsuitable. The Fiero turned out to be an unusual design for

GM, one which stood out from the rest of their product lines. However, the budget for the car,
from design to retooling of the plant, was million dollars, just a fraction of what GM generally
spent on bringing a typical prototype car into production. Pontiac assigned oversight of the
Fiero project to Hulki Aldikacti, a Turkish born executive with nearly 22 years of experience.
Aldikacti's initial challenge was with GM's corporate structure, which split its engineers into two
categories: the car engineers who would create blueprints for the car, and manufacturing
engineers who would work out the fabrication and assembly issues. Fiero blueprints traveled
back and forth between the two engineering branches, resulting in a waste of time and money.
Aldikacti was forced to sit the two teams of engineers down next to one another, allowing for no
excuses as to why there was "no build" after his design was done. Many modifications in the
Fiero's designs were needed to be made for production; for instance, despite his long-standing
interest in manufacturing body panels from plastic, Aldikacti consented to metal body pieces,
the dies for which were much less costly. As the prototypes took shape, the exterior lines
resembled more of a Ferrari or Porsche than a typical GM car, but the tight budget was taking
its toll on the design, particularly on Aldikacti's dream of a high-performance, aluminum-block
V6; the cost of developing a new engine would be more than the production of the whole car
itself. Instead, Aldikacti was forced to settle for the already manufactured four-cylinder engine
GM produced for the Pontiac, the "Iron Duke," nicknamed for its heavy iron block. Another
issue was weak connecting rods that would shatter, blowing pieces through the engine block
and dumping oil on hot exhaust components. The word Fiero means "very proud", "fierce",
"bold", "haughty" "cruel", "severe" in Italian, and "wild", "fierce", or "ferocious" in Spanish.
Alternative names considered for the car were Sprint which had previously been used on a GMC
and would later end up being used for a Chevrolet instead , P, Pegasus, Fiamma, Sunfire a name
which would later be applied to another Pontiac , and Firebird XP. Aldikacti's unorthodox design
methods and personal manner made him unpopular to most of GM's bureaucracy. He was told
by counterparts at other GM divisions three times that his project had been cancelled by
corporate management. However, the Fiero project was kept alive at the wishes of certain
high-ranked defenders, chief among them William Hoglund, who took over Pontiac in Hoglund
took the reins when the brand's popularity was heavily diluted; Pontiac's cars were said to be
bland, outdated, and what customers of the past would buy. In Hoglund told his top three dozen
staffers that Pontiac would rebuild itself with cars that were "exciting" and "different. In order to
meet the target of building , cars a year Hoglund's marketing team committed to sell, Hoglund
negotiated a deal to reopen a plant once shut down in the heart of Pontiac, Michigan. He and his
staff wanted to prove that cooperation between management and labor could be solved without
the use of robots on the assembly line, which GM's top executives wanted to use. Hoglund
allowed hourly paid workers to name Aldikacti's car while applying this theory; the name
"Fiero" was the choice. A mid-engine layout was originally chosen as a way to reduce both
aerodynamic drag and vehicle weight to improve fuel efficiency, and also for its handling,
traction, and braking benefits. However, the performance potential of the mid-engine layout was
not realized when the Fiero debuted. As a cost-saving measure commonly employed at GM at
the time, the tires, brakes, and suspension components were carried over from other GM
platforms such as the X and T platforms. Additionally, the Iron Duke engine, which was
designed for optimal running at low RPM, was unsuited to drivers who purchased the Fiero
expecting a quick, high-revving motor keeping with the design of the car. As drivers attempted
to frequently run the engine at greater RPM than it was designed for, the engines experienced a
number of reliability problems and breakdowns were frequent. The public had high expectations
for the Fiero with its mid-engine layout and aggressive styling, which resembled exotic
mid-engine sports cars like the Ferrari GTB. While initially garnering good reviews for its
handling Motor Trend , the Fiero soon received negative reviews from other automotive critics
who expected higher performance from a mid-engine two-seater. Despite the criticism, the Fiero
sold well and although Pontiac operated three shifts at the factory during , they could not keep
up with initial demand. The sharing of suspension and other components with other GM cars
meant the rear suspension and powertrain was virtually identical to that of the Phoenix ; the
Fiero even included rear tie rod ends attached to a "steering knuckle", although these were
hard-mounted to the engine cradle and only used for maintaining the rear tire alignment. The
front suspension was derived from the Chevette. By , the oil crisis was over and demand
developed for a Fiero having more engine power and better performance. Finally in , numerous
changes were made to the Fiero to bring it in line with its original design. The most significant
was a completely redesigned suspension and parts of the space frame to realize the potential of
the mid-engine layout. The unique suspension included new two-piece brake calipers and
upgraded brake rotors. These had been part of the Fiero's initial design, but cost-cutting kept
them from being implemented sooner. In spite of the much-improved car which finally had

realized its potential after years of mismanagement, GM ended production after the model year
due to declining sales figures. Bad press and consumer sentiment frequently cited heavy media
coverage of Fiero engine fires , as well as the poor reliability and performance of the â€”
models. The Fiero began production in August In an effort to sell the car as economically
sensible, GM equipped and sold the Fiero as a commuter car; although the marketing build-up
leading to initial release indicated anything but a regular commuter. The car also proved
uncomfortable for some drivers because of the lack of power steering. At the beginning of
production the Fiero was only available in Red M71 and White M40 colors with Black M41 and
Light Gray Metallic M14 introduced later, the paint shop was only able to handle four different
colors at a time. All models came with the same 2. Although sales literature listed only two
models available in , there were at least three models available with different optional packages.
Air conditioning and automatic transaxle could not be ordered. The Fiero Sport Coupe, also
referred to as the "base car", came with the M four-speed manual with a 0. From November
through , each tour venue had Fiero banners and signage above the main stage, new Fieros on
display, and Pontiac dealer ticket giveaways. The model line included a limited "Indy Pace Car"
edition, consisting of an Indianapolis -themed option package on SE -model vehicles a package
that was specially reissued in Approximately 2, of these vehicles were sold. The Indy had aero
body cladding and new front and rear fascias that would be used on the GT. Only the
four-cylinder engine was available, though a few prototypes were fitted with a unique
periscope-style inlet sprouting from the engine compartment and curving up and over the roof.
This "periscope" style inlet was used on the three actual Indy Pace Cars used at the
Indianapolis This inlet scoop fed the 2. Callies was the factory's lead engineer on both the pace
car and IMSA programs. The Fiero became the first 4-cylinder car to pace the since a
Stoddard-Dayton paced the race. The production of the model ran from July , until almost the
end of , this resulted in Pontiac exceeding its first year goal of 80, units, which was 28, more
than the initial estimate and the most two seater cars produced by any US manufacturer at the
time. The Fiero did not appear in showrooms until January , with the introduction of the GT
model, which looked very similar to the Indy model without the decals or body color wheels.
The three models, and four colors from the previous year were still available, but the problem
with insufficient power was addressed, much to the satisfaction of the general public. The V6
was paired with a modified Muncie 4-speed transmission. It could now also be paired with a
Japanese-designed Isuzu five-speed transmission as used in the J-body platform , also
produced at the Muncie, Indiana plant. The Fiero arrived on September 12, , however, the GT
model was not originally listed. The previous year's GT became the SE. The GT was delayed
until January 3, Individuals present at the unveiling of the new fastback roof style, in February ,
at GM's Arizona test track , actually thought it was a new Corvette at first. Models equipped with
the four-cylinder engine remained largely unchanged. The clutch hydraulic systems were
redesigned with new master and slave cylinders. The new non-aero noses lost the black bumper
pads of the earlier models and had a smoother look. This was the last year for the spin-on oil
filter on the four-cylinder. As a side note, the SE models retained the ribbed molding, and added
the aero nose found on the GT. Additionally, starting with the model Pontiac dealerships offered
an upgrade in the form of an "option" that changed the original body to a Pininfarina Ferrari
-type body, called the Fiero Mera. Corporate Concepts completed the "Mera" transformation and
none were sold as kit form. The Mera body change was offered only on new Fieros, sold
through Pontiac dealers and is considered a model in its own right. Only Meras were produced
by Corporate Concepts before production was halted when Corporate Concepts was sued by
Ferrari. The Fiero brought a new suspension design, thought by many to have a striking
resemblance to those designed by Lotus , which at the time, was about to be acquired by
General Motors. The suspension was never a Lotus design though; it was the suspension the
Pontiac engineers had designed in the beginning, along with what they learned from the racing
program. Up front were revised control arms and knuckles that reduced steering effort and
improved the scrub radius. At the rear, a tri-link suspension with all new knuckles was installed.
Topping off the package were the new vented disc brakes at all four corners, which addressed
braking complaints of road testers. A variable effort electro-hydraulic power steering unit, the
same design later found on the GM EV1 , was also to be a late addition. The four-cylinder engine
received an in-pan oil filter element and balance shaft. Improvements to suspension, brakes,
steering, and improvements to both the four-cylinder and V6 engines took the car to a level far
beyond the model that had received much criticism. On August 16, , the last Fiero rolled off the
Pontiac, Michigan , plant line. The last Fiero built was presented to a GM assembler, and was
kept pristine with just over miles on the odometer. A prototype of the never-produced Fiero was
displayed at the 20th Anniversary show in July , at Fierorama , at the Michigan show in and
most recently at the 25th Anniversary Show in Pontiac, Michigan, in Much of its design

influence is apparent in the Fourth Generation Firebird. GM cited slumping and unprofitable
sales of the Fiero as the reason for its demise following its 5th model year. All
automatic-equipped Fieros were equipped with the three-speed Turbo-Hydramatic with torque
converter lockup. Automatic transmission final drive ratios : [5]. All four-speed manual
transmissions were built at the Muncie, Indiana , Allison plant. The production line saw two
transmissions, a performance four-speed with a final drive ratio of 4. The V6 on the model and
part of the production year came with a four-speed with a final drive ratio of 3. The lower-geared
4. Isuzu and Muncie Getrag five-speed transmissions were available, depending on model and
equipment beginning in for the Isuzu five-speed which came on four-cylinder cars and in for the
Muncie five-speed which came on V6 equipped cars. The Getrag five-speed is sometimes
referred to as the Muncie or the Muncie Getrag , as the design was licensed to General Motors
for manufacture by Muncie Getrag never built the This Muncie transmission is the stronger unit,
designed for use with the higher output of the V6. The Fiero was the second safest vehicle sold
in America from to , beaten only by the Volvo DL station wagon. The Fiero's technologically
advanced spaceframe technology went on to be incorporated in the Saturn S-Series cars and
the GM U platform minivans. Safety issues escalated rapidly by the summer of , when the fire
count for models reached a rate of 20 blazes a month. Fieros were exploding at the rate of one
for every cars sold, and no other mass-market automobile ever came close to that record. This
was only 3 months after the production of the Fiero began. It was first thought to be caused by
antifreeze leaking out of badly installed hoses but in reality it was defective connecting rods.
After one meeting with the Saginaw foundry manager, he wrote that "60 percent to 90 percent of
the rods produced do not exhibit defects. Low levels of engine oil may cause a connecting rod
to break, allowing oil to escape and come into contact with engine parts. The oil would catch
fire when it contacted the exhaust manifold or hot exhaust components. The Pontiac division
claimed in a press release that "GM tests have shown that running these cars with low engine
oil level can cause connecting rod failure which may lead to an engine compartment fire.
Pontiac is aware of fires attributable to the condition, along with ten reported minor injuries.
Currently the Fiero has a cult following of owners and customizers. While all Fiero models are
considered to be collectible, the model year is particularly sought after by collectors due to its
limited production numbers and vastly improved underpinnings. Because of an abundance of
replacement parts available from other General Motors vehicles, there are many upgrades that
can be done to improve performance and reliability of the cars. Additionally, a multitude of
different General Motors engines have been installed by enthusiasts, from the Quad-4 engine to
the Chevrolet small-block V8 to the Cadillac 4. The GM Supercharged is also a very popular
choice, as well as the 3. Installation of the 4. The Fiero is also popular for being modified into
Lamborghini and Ferrari replicas along with other custom kit car modifications. When the
Fiero's model was introduced, it played a major role in building the "excitement" image that the
Pontiac Division Motor Company wanted to establish in its car buyers. According to Design
News, Pontiac engineers pointed out that the Fiero experience helped the company to develop
the sporty look of the Grand Am and Sunbird , as well as "road car" features in the
once-traditional Bonneville and Grand Prix. Several diecast model manufacturers have
replicated the Fiero in various scales. Hot Wheels released a Fiero 2M4 under many paint
schemes. Matchbox and Majorette also released Fiero models during the car's heyday.
Monogram has released and re-released a Fiero GT model the re-release is currently available.
In recent years, a large die-cast model of a GT was available in red and silver colors. Select
Wal-Mart locations sold a special "Since '68" Fiero made by Hot Wheels, which uses the original
mold with a new paint job. The Kenner toy line M. One was a 2M4 kit , the other was essentially
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